
Pioneer Theatre 
Company’s Student 
Matinee Program 
is made possible 
through the support 
of Salt Lake Coun-
ty’s Zoo, Arts and 
Parks Program, 
Salt Lake City Arts 
Council/Arts Learn-
ing Program, The 
Simmons Family 
Foundation, The 
Meldrum Foundation 
Endowment Fund 
and R. Harold Bur-
ton Foundation. 

Approx. running time: 
2:10 hours, which includes one 
fifteen-minute intermission.

Student Talk-Back: 
There will be a Student Talk-Back 
directly after the performance.

Spotlight on Learning is provided to 

students through a grant provided by the

George Q. Morris Foundation 
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Book by
Enda Walsh

Music and Lyrics by
Glen Hansard
& Markéta Irglová

Based on the motion picture 
written and directed by 
John Carney

A few years ago, I attended a 
production of As You Like It, 
produced by the Public Theatre as 
part of their Public Works initiative 
in New York City. While I vividly 
remember the colorful costumes, 
beautiful music and moving perfor-
mances on a perfect summer night 
in New York City’s Central Park, it 
was Artistic Director Oskar Eustis’ 
curtain speech that, perhaps, stuck 
with me the most.

As a bit of background, Public Works brings together professional artists 
and community members to make plays together. This initiative, based in 
the beliefs that culture belongs to everyone and that theatre is a corner-
stone of a healthy democracy, empowers people who are typically 
spectators to be creators. 

Director’s Note
By Pirronne Yousefzadeh

Director Pirronne Yousefzadeh
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very little plot. It’s delicate. So I called 
the producers and told them it wasn’t 
for me. There’s no tradition of musical 
theater in Ireland, so I rubbished the 
idea. Then they told me John Tiffany 
was attached to it as director.”

The two men are longtime friends, 
and although Tiffany also had doubts 
as to the viability of the material as 
a Broadway musical, he convinced 
Walsh not to reject the idea outright. 
“John said, ‘Let’s just take two days, 
and we can read the screenplay and 
listen to the songs and talk about it.’ 
So I said, ‘Okay, we’ll do two days. 
And that’s all we’ll do.’”

Not quite. “Those two days convinced 
us that we wanted to do this show,” 
says Tiffany. That was the beginning 
of a journey that led to Broadway and 
eight 2012 Tony Awards, including 
Best Musical, Best Book (Walsh), and 
Best Direction of a Musical (Tiffany). 

The show became such a critical and 
commercial success that it spawned a 
London production and a U.S. national 
tour, which opens on October 1 at the 
Providence Performing Arts Center.
“I never think about adapting films 

In 2007, the charming, off-beat Irish 
film Once opened to glowing reviews 
and quickly developed a fervent fol-
lowing. The touching, lyrical musical 
tells the story of two down-on-their-
luck musicians, an angst-ridden Dub-
lin street singer/songwriter who works 
as a vacuum repairman, and a Czech 
immigrant who sells flowers in order 
to support herself and her family. Girl 
(as she is known) initiates a friendship 
with Guy (as he is known), and, in the 
course of a week, they make music 
together, fall in love and part, but not 
before changing each other’s lives. 
The movie’s stars, Glen Hansard and 
Markéta Irglová, also wrote much of 
the score, and received an Oscar for 
their beautiful ballad, “Falling Slow-
ly.”

Once is simultaneously graceful and 
gritty, and has a naturalism and inti-
macy that are generally best achieved 
in film. Which explains why the noted 
Irish playwright Enda Walsh was less 
than enthusiastic when he was asked 
to write a Broadway musical based on 
the movie. “I guffawed when my agent 
called and asked me to speak to the  
producers,” says Walsh. “I said, ‘What 
a stupid idea.’ It’s a two-hander with 

FROM THE BIG SCREEN TO THE 
BROADWAY STAGE

In explaining this, Eustis simply 
said, “We all have an artist within 
us.” Some of us spend our lives 
accessing that part of ourselves, 
and some might only tap into it for 
a month, a week or even a day. But 
regardless of whether it’s a living, 
a hobby, or just a fleeting moment, 
we all share this capacity as an 
essential part of the human experi-
ence. 

I think about this artistic philoso-
phy when I think of Once. As much 
as I am moved by the bittersweet 
love story at the center of this 
stunning musical, I am inspired by 
the sense of community that is de-
veloped around the simple goal of 
making beautiful art together. This 
is not only exemplified by the work 
of the ensemble, but also by the 
journeys of the individual charac-
ters they play. 

All of the characters, like all of us, 
are striving for something: look-
ing to fill a void, mourn a loss or 
realize a dream. The act of mak-
ing music is an act of community, 
vulnerability and courage. Through 
accessing the artists within them-
selves, the characters shatter their 
own sense of isolation, truly see 
one another, and live. 

I hope you enjoy the show as much 
as we’ve enjoyed making it for 
you. §

PTC Cast of Once

By Purdue University Convocations, Friday April 8, 2016



Prior to the start of the show, the 
audience is welcome to come on stage 
and mingle with the cast, who are 
having a jam session. This bonding 
ritual doesn’t merely break the fourth 
wall; it obliterates it. “We wanted 
the audience to own the experience,” 
says Walsh. As the show unfolds, the 
focus is, of course, on the relationship 
between Guy and Girl, but the audi-
ence also catches glimpses of the lives 
of the other characters. “We needed 
to be sure that there are all these other 
love stories in the air. Each person is 
riffing off a love that’s been lost, that 
got away. That was the key: for the 
audience to feel part of the experience, 
and also to look at the people on the 
stage and go, ‘They’re us.’”

The material has proved to be as pow-
erful onstage as it is on film. “I think 
what’s very moving about the piece is 
how sometimes we meet people who 
we don’t necessarily stay with forev-
er, but they give us the resources to 
move on to the next part of our life,” 
says Tiffany. “There’s something very 
truthful in that. People have said to 
me, ‘When I was sitting in the the-
ater watching Once, I felt like I was 
watching it with everyone I’ve ever 
loved, whether or not they’re still in 
my life.’”
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for the stage,” says Tiffany. “That’s 
not the way I work. And when I was 
approached about Once, I hadn’t even 
seen the film. But one of my best 
friends said, ‘You will love the music.’ 
So I downloaded the soundtrack, and 
absolutely loved it. I’d never heard 
music like that, and the music is the 
reason why I wanted to do the show. 
Not just the music itself, but the fact 
that it’s a story about creating music, a 
story about the healing power of mu-
sic. Immediately I thought, ‘We’re go-
ing to be able to see actors create that 
music in front of us’ That’s really ex-
citing. Actors have played instruments 
onstage for years, but not always in a 
show about making music.”

In reading through John Carney’s 
screenplay, Walsh discovered there 
was much he could relate to. “I’m a 
big fan of the movie Brief Encounter, 
and I saw similarities,” says Walsh. 
“There’s a bittersweet pang that really 
hurts. Very quickly I thought I was a 
good match for the material. I tend to 
write characters that are inarticulate 
and lonesome, and something comes 
into their life that changes them. And 
from listening to the songs, I thought it 
might be good for me to do something 
about  Ireland, which was so hurt in 
the recession. I thought it would be 
sweet to do a little love letter to Dub-
lin. That was my way in.”

The 12 adult members of the cast 
play at least one instrument and are 
onstage virtually throughout the show. 
“I didn’t want anyone onstage who 
we didn’t get to know intimately,” 
says Tiffany. By individualizing each 
character, adds Walsh, “we built a 
community, and that became the heart 
of the piece. They’re an ensemble of 
misshapen people who sing and tell 
the story. Watching them play the 
music and sing and find their voice is 
very beautiful and very strong. But in 
addition to making it about commu-
nity, we also wanted the show to be 
hugely communal. So how do we do 
that? We allow the audience onstage.”

https://www.purdue.edu/convocations/once/

Still from the movie Once

R-L, Roderick Lawrence (Guy) & Hillary Porter (Girl)



Vreni Romang (VR): Which song 
in Once is your favorite to per-
form?  

Hillary Porter (HP): Oh, this is a 
really tough one, but nothing beats 
the “Falling Slowly Reprise.” It has 
such an emotional build, and by the 
end, every person in the cast has 
joined in, so every person on stage 
is singing and playing their own 
instrument. We’re all creating this 
beautiful music together in a really 
beautiful moment, and it’s some-
thing that’s truly magical.
 
VR: So many movies are turning 
into musicals now – what makes 
Once translate so well to the 
stage? 

HP: The plot of the movie and the 
musical remain the same, so Once 
(the movie) is about this beautifully 
tragic love story that is centered 
around music… so of course it 
makes sense to turn it into a musi-
cal! But the way Once (the musi-
cal) is written, it’s more like a play 
with music. So the stage version 
has scenes with heavy dialogue, 
like you would get in a movie, and 
it also has all of these amazing ac-
tor-musicians playing this beautiful 
music in the songs and transitions 
to enhance it as a musical. I also 
think there’s such a simplicity to 
the way the movie was done, and 
that same simplicity translates over 
to the musical, it really keeps the 
focus on the story itself. 

 
VR: Do you identify with “Girl”?  

HP: I do identify with Girl in many 
ways! I’m a VERY honest person. 
And even though I always try to 
word it the best way, I sometimes 
find myself delivering my honesty 
bluntly like Girl does. I also find 
myself trying to help other people 
rather than focus on what I should 
maybe be fixing in my own life. 
However, I do think that she’s a 
little more outspoken than I am, 
so I have to work harder in those 
moments to really do her justice.
  

VR: How do you feel about the 
ending of Once? Do you think it 
should’ve ended another way?
           
HP: The ending of Once is so 
touching, I think it ends perfectly. 
This is the most realistic way to 
end this story, so it really tugs on 
your heartstrings, and if it ended 
a different way, there wouldn’t be 
such an emotional response to the 
ending. I wouldn’t change anything 
about it. §

Interview with 
“Girl” from Once - 

Hillary Porter!
By Vreni Romang

R-L, Hillary Porter (Girl) & Roderick Lawrence (Guy)

PTC Cast of Once

Hillary Porter (Girl) 



The Instruments of Once
The musical Once utilizes multiple 
instruments – 16 to be exact! – that 
all of the actors play. The three 
families of instruments utilized are 
from the Strings family, the Per-
cussion family and the Keyboard 
Family. 

String instruments are musical in-
struments that produce sound from 
vibrating strings when the perform-
er plays or sounds the strings in 
some manner. In most string instru-
ments, the vibrations are transmit-
ted to the body of the instrument, 
which often incorporates some 
sort of hollow or enclosed area. 
The body of the instrument also 
vibrates, along with the air inside 
it. The vibration of the body of the 

instrument and the enclosed hollow 
or chamber make the vibration of 
the string more audible to the per-
former and audience. The body of 
most string instruments is hollow. 
Some, however—such as electric 
guitar and other instruments that 
rely on electronic amplification—
may have a solid wood body.

A percussion instrument is a mu-
sical instrument that is sounded by 
being struck or scraped by a beater 
(including attached or enclosed 
beaters or rattles); struck, scraped 
or rubbed by hand; or struck 
against another similar instrument. 
The percussion family is believed 
to include the oldest musical instru-
ments, following the human voice.

A keyboard instrument is a musical 
instrument played using a key-
board, a row of levers which are 
pressed by the fingers. Today, the 
term keyboard often refers to key-
board-style synthesizers. Under the 
fingers of a sensitive performer, the 
keyboard may also be used to con-
trol dynamics, phrasing, shading, 
articulation, and other elements 
of expression—depending on the 
design and inherent capabilities of 
the instrument.

Electric Bass Accordion Melodica Harmonica

Banjo Cello Guitar Cymbals Snare Drum Piano

Violin Ukelele Mandolin Cajon Castanets Tambourine

Information obtained from:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Percussion_instrument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyboard_instrument

Can you match the 
instrument to the 
instrument family 

it belongs in? 



PIRRONNE YOUSEFZADEH (Director) is the Associate Artistic Director and Director of 
Engagement at Geva Theatre Center. She has directed and developed new work at The 
Public/Joe’s Pub, New York Theatre Workshop, Atlantic Theater Company, and many many 
more. 

SCOTT ANTHONY* (Eamon/Assistant Music Director) is making his Pioneer Theatre Com-
pany debut. Favorite productions include South Coast Repertory’s Once.

MAYA BHAGWAT BASSUK* (Ex-Girlfriend) debuts at PTC. Regional and NYC credits: meg 
jo beth amy & louisa (Tier 5 Theatre Project), Immigrant Son (NY Summerfest) and The 
Importance of Being Earnest (Iowa Summer Rep).

CHRIS BLISSET* (Billy) debuts at PTC! Off-Broadway: RockShow, Bloodsong of Love. Two 
National Tours of Stand by Your Man (actor, musical director) and on TV, Oxygen, “Killer 
Couples” (Timmy, Lead Killer.)

CODY CRAVEN* (Andrej) joins PTC in his northern Utah premiere. Previous credits include 
Les Misérables (Marius) at Utah Shakespeare Festival; Once (Andrej) at St. Michael’s Play-
house; Once (Švec) at Actors’ Playhouse and Once (Švec) at Midtown Arts Center.

MARY FANNING DRIGGS* (Baruška) is thrilled to back on the PTC stage. She has been 
seen in over 20 PTC productions, including this season’s Sweeney Todd: The Demon 
Barber of Fleet Street, Mamma Mia! (Rosie), The Last Ship (Regional Premiere), The 25th 
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, White Christmas, Les Misérables (Regional Premiere) 
and Smokey Joe’s Cafe.

RILEY FRENCH* (Emcee) is overjoyed to be making his debut at PTC with such an amazing 
production like Once. He is currently finishing up his undergraduate degrees in musical 
theatre and business economics at Weber State University.

RODERICK LAWRENCE* (Guy) Extremely blessed and grateful for the chance to play his 
dream role! Television: Comedy Central’s “Broad City.” Film: What the Heart Wants (coming 
2019), Immune (MIFF Best Short). National Tour: The Lion King (Simba u/s).

ZANDER MEISNER* (Švec) is enthralled to be back in Salt Lake City! Meisner returns to this 
play after playing four different roles in the Once Broadway National Tour for almost three 
years. National Tours: Annie (Rooster) and Cats (Rum Tum Tugger). TV: “Blue Bloods.”

CHRIS MIXON* (Da) returns to PTC. Mixon toured with Broadway’s How To Succeed in 
Business Without Really Trying, starring Ralph Macchio, and appeared opposite Angela 
Bassett in “The Rosa Parks Story” for CBS.

HILLARY PORTER* (Girl) makes her PTC debut playing one of her dream roles! Broadway 
and New York Credits: A Bronx Tale and Thoroughly Modern Millie (Reunion Concert w/ 
Sutton Foster and Gavin Creel). National Tours: Cats (Rumpleteazer) and Elf – The Musical.

KRISTOPHER SAINT-LOUIS* (Bank Manager) is extremely excited to be in Once. He is a 
senior at the Tisch School of the Arts at NYU. He was last seen in Hair (Berkshire Theatre 
Group) and Once Upon a Rhyme (Tisch Drama Stages).

EJ ZIMMERMAN* (Réza) PTC debut! Broadway: Les Misérables (Eponine u/s, Ensemble). 
National Tour: Avenue Q.

OUR EQUITY CAST
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Scott Anthony 
(Eamon)

Maya Bhagwat 
Bassuk

(Ex-Girlfriend)

Chris Blisset
(Billy)

Cody Craven
(Andrej)

Mary Fanning 
Driggs

(Baruška)

Riley French
(Emcee)

Roderick 
Lawrence

(Guy)

Zander Meisner
(Švec)

Chris Mixon
(Da)

Hillary Porter
(Girl)

Kristopher 
Saint-Louis

(Bank Manager)

EJ Zimmerman
(Réza)

* Denotes member of Actors’ Equity Association


